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Abstract. Amadeus is an Adaptive Multi-Agent System whose goal is
to observe and to learn users’ behaviour in an ambient system in or-
der to perform their recurrent actions on their behalf. Considering the
large number of devices (data sources) that generally compose ambient
systems, performing an efficient learning in such a domain requires filter-
ing useless data. This paper focuses on an extended version of Amadeus
taking account this requirement and proposes a solution based on coop-
erative interactions between the different agents composing Amadeus. An
evaluation of the performances of our system as well as the encouraging
obtained results are then shown.
Keywords: Adaptation, Learning, Distributed-problem solving, Data
filtering, Pervasive agents, Ambient intelligence.
1 Introduction
The performances of learning algorithms is generally degraded by the presence
of useless data among the ones used to learn, a piece of data being considered
to be useless if there is no link between its value and the objective to learn.
One way to improve this fact is to select useful data. An ambient system is
composed of many heterogeneous devices, often mobile, physically distributed
and interacting in a dynamic way. So, it is a typical example where applying a
learning is a very complex task, because it consists of a great number of devices
that are able to generate data. Furthermore, devices may appear and disappear
dynamically. Thus, in this case, the filtering of data coming from these devices
cannot be defined a priori, that is before the learning process. Learning has to
be done at runtime, without restarting from scratch when new data appear. The
filtering of useless data has also to be done at runtime.
This is particularly the case for the multi-agent system Amadeus [4] whose
goal is, in an ambient system, to observe the users’ actions in order to learn those
that are recurrent and to learn then how to perform them on behalf of the users.
This learning is performed in a decentralized way, an instance of Amadeus being
responsible of each device of the ambient system. However, the large number of
devices requires the filtering of useless data at runtime for the users’ behaviour
learning.
In this paper, we present an extended version of Amadeus. Section 2 briefly
presents the general functioning of Amadeus. Our contribution enabling the “on-
line” filtering of useless data is presented in section 3 and evaluated in section
4. Section 5 is devoted to related works. Section 6 concludes this paper and
explains the on-going work.
2 Our MAS Proposition for Ambient System: Amadeus
Our contribution aims at proposing a solution to tackle the problem of adapta-
tion in ambient systems. We propose to make an ambient system able to provide
a relevant behaviour, based on the perceived user’s actions, in order to assist
him by realizing his actions on his behalf. We have already proposed Amadeus
[4], an Adaptive Multi-Agent System that is able to learn the user’s contexts
while this user is performing recurrent actions in order to act on his behalf in
similar situations.
An instance of the Amadeus multi-agent system is associated to each device
of an ambient system. Figure 1 is a representation of an instance of Amadeus.
We can observe the four types of agents existing in the system: Data agents,
User agents, Context agents and Controller agents.
Fig. 1. Representation of an instance of Amadeus, one instance is associated to each
device of an ambient system
A Controller agent is associated to each effector of a device. Its goal is to
decide at anytime what is the best action to perform on the effector on behalf
of the user. This decision is made thanks to a set of Context agents.
A Context agent is created each time a user performs an action in his en-
vironment (for example to turn on the light). This agent associates this action
with a description of the situation in which the user performs this action. This
situation is composed of the set of the perceived data values when the action is
performed (example: Light = 0 ; PresenceSensor= 1 ; LuminositySensor = 22).
The action is represented by the value given to the effector (for example, 1 to
turn on and 0 to turn off the light).
The Context agent adds to this description a forecast on the effect of this
action on the user’s satisfaction level (does the completion of this action for
this situation lead to increase, to maintain or to decrease the user’s level sat-
isfaction?). This forecast is obtained by comparing the user’s satisfaction level
before and after the achievement of the action. This satisfaction is represented
by a value between 0 (the user is not satisfied at all) and 1 (he is very satisfied),
and is estimated by the User agent. The User agent is responsible for the user’s
preferences. Thanks to a representation of the user’s preferences (currently with
a XML file) the User agent can evaluate, for any situation, if the user is satisfied
with regard to the state of the device effector. One of our work perspectives
is to make the User agent able to dynamically and autonomously learn these
preferences, but this is out of the scope of this paper.
Every Context agent perceives a set of data coming from local sensors situated
on either the same device or on distant sensors situated on other instances of
Amadeus (namely on devices). The Data agents represent these data. In the
Context agent, each of these data possesses a validity status that depends on its
current value with regard to the situation described (by the Context agent). A
data is considered as valid if it is included in a values range. This range represents
the values interval that a piece of data may have in order to describe a situation.
Thus, the Context agent tries to establish the borders of valuable ranges for
every perceived data that enable it to describe the correct situation for which its
action proposition is appropriate (namely it will have the expected effects). To
do this, the Context agent possesses, for each perceived data, an Adaptive Range
Tracker (ART) that is a data structure enabling to describe a valuable interval
(called “interval of validity”) where min and max borders can evolve. The value
of each border is estimated with an Adaptive Value Tracker (AVT) [11], which is
a tool devoted to the tuning of evolving parameters. A Context agent considers
a data as valid if its current value belongs to its associated ART. A Context
agent has also its own validity status. Its status is valid if all perceived data
are valid (it is invalid otherwise). In this case, a Context agent sends its action
proposition and its forecast to the Controller agent. The Controller agent can
then decide which action, among those proposed by all valid Context agents, is
the most appropriate to satisfy the user.
A first evaluation of this Amadeus version applied to a simple example gave
us encouraging results [4] [5]. Nevertheless, we observed a strong weakness re-
garding the required learning time when the number of perceived data increases.
In particular, the addition of “useless” data that change independently of the
user’s actions on an effector, implies a strong slowing down of the learning time.
Such data are perceived by Context agents, and so are included in the situation
description, but they do not affect the user’ behaviour. For example, Context
agents can perceive humidity level of the rooms but it is not necessary to con-
sider this fact to decide to turn on or to turn off the lights. Indeed, if a situation
having previously led to the realization of an action by the user appears again,
with useless piece of data having a different status, the system considers wrongly
that the situation is different. For example, if the system has learnt to switch on
the light when the user goes into the room but with a specific level of humidity,
when the user enters again into the room, a change of humidity level perceived
by a humidity sensor leads the system to consider itself in a new situation, and
thus to not act.
To overcome this problem, it is necessary to determine, for each effector, which
data are useless for learning the behaviour to give to this effector, in order to
only consider the useful data. Describing explicitly what are the useful and the
useless data for each effector seems to be a limited solution, because of the strong
dynamic of an ambient system. This is why we propose to make each instance
of Amadeus able to autonomously determine, without any a priori information
and at runtime, what are the data useless to learn the user’s behaviour.
3 Data Filtering
The objective of our study is to locally detect what are the useless data for a
device. A piece of data is considered as useless if its value is independent of
the user’s decision to act on this device. This detection is based on a learning
performed at runtime, without any a priori information.
3.1 Proposed Approach
Our proposition to detect useless data is based on the cooperation between
agents. On the one hand, the Context and Controller agents are responsible for
the user’s behaviour learning towards the state of an effector. On the other hand,
the Data agents are responsible for providing useful data to Context and Con-
troller agents so that they make their learning. Thus, Data agents and Context
agents have to interact for determining which data are useful to characterise the
situation in which the user acts on the device, and which data are useless.
A Context agent is created each time the user performs an action on an effec-
tor. This agent associates the user’s action with a description of the situation in
which the user had performed it (see section 2). This situation is composed of the
set of the perceived data values when the action was performed. The assump-
tion is that all perceived data contribute to characterize the situation. Thus,
later, when the Context agent becomes valid, it can be sure of its decision. But
what about when it is not valid? Is it invalid because all data contributes really
to describe the situation (it is right to be invalid) or because one useless data
possesses a current value making the agent invalid (it is wrong to be invalid)?
The Context agent cannot solve this ambiguity by itself. Nevertheless, a more
interesting point of view is to think about useful and useless data when at once
i) the Context agent is invalid and ii) another one is valid. In such cases, the
Context agent can question itself about the necessity to be invalid in the current
situation. We use these cases in our approach described hereafter.
When a Context agent is selected and its action is made by the Controller
agent (or when the user makes an action himself), every invalid Context agent
observes its internal state, and evaluates if it was right to do not send its action
proposition. More details on this evaluation are given in section 3.2. When a
Context agent establishes it was right to be invalid at a given time, it was
thanks to the invalid perceived data. So, among these currently invalid data,
it knows that there is at least one useful piece of data. However, without more
information, the Context agent cannot determine if a data is invalid because it is
really useful, or if it is just a coincidence that this data is invalid in the current
situation. So, it sends a message called a “usefulness signal” to all the data that
are invalid in order to inform them that they are potentially useful.
In order to evaluate the usefulness of its data, each Data agent perceives the
usefulness signals sent by all the Context agents. The goal of a Data agent is
to process these signals in order to establish if the reception of these usefulness
signals is just the result of coincidences (the associated data was invalid at the
good moment, but even if it had not been, a data really useful would have been
invalid) or if it was invalid at the good moment because it is a useful data. This
process is described in section 3.3.
3.2 Usefulness Signal Generation
Let us consider a Context agent C. Another Context agent S has just been
selected, whereas C was invalid, because among the set of perceived data D,
there is a subset of invalid data DI for C. So, agent C observes the selected
agent S to know if it proposed the same action or not, and if this proposition
was or not associated with the same forecast on the effect of this action on the
user’s satisfaction level. Two particular cases can be highlighted.
The first one occurs when C and S propose the same action (for example,
turn on the light) but with different forecasts. It is obvious that the same action
cannot have two different effects in the same situation. Then, the Context agent
C was right to be invalid when S was valid. So, at least one of the invalid data of
C is useful. Let us give an example for this case. S proposes to turn on the light
when someone is in the room with a low luminosity level and a high humidity
level. On the contrary, C proposes to turn on the light when someone is in
the room with a high luminosity level and a low humidity level. S forecasts an
increase of the user’s satisfaction if it is selected, whereas C forecasts a decrease
of the user’s satisfaction if it is selected (to turn on the light if the luminosity is
high is not satisfying for the user). When S is selected, the situation is: someone
is in the room, low luminosity level and high humidity level. C observes that it
proposes the same action as S, but with a different forecast. So it can consider
that in the set of invalid data composed by the luminosity and the humidity
levels, there is at least one useful data for it (in this case, the luminosity data).
The second case occurs when C and S propose two different actions with the
same forecast. So, if S proposes an action that increases the user’s satisfaction
level, C cannot be valid in the same situation if it proposes a different action
that also increases the user’s satisfaction level. This is why C can consider that,
in the set of its invalid data, at least one is useful. Let us give an example for this
case. S proposes to increase the user’s satisfaction level by turning on the light
when the user is in the room with a low luminosity level and a high humidity
level. On the contrary, C proposes to increase the user’s satisfaction level by
turning off the light when the user is in the room with a high luminosity level
and a low humidity level. When S is selected, the situation is: the user is in the
room, low luminosity level and high humidity level. C evaluates that it cannot
be valid at the same time, so it considers that, in the set of its invalid data
composed by the luminosity level and the humidity level, there is at least one
useful data.
For each of these situations, C sends a usefulness signal to each of its invalid
data in order to warn them that they are “maybe” useful.
To conclude, Context agents are able to detect and gather situations or in-
formation about the usefulness of perceived data. However, these information
concern the usefulness of data, whereas we are interested in their uselessness.
So, in the next section, we describe how the Data agents process the usefulness
signal to detect if they are useful data or not.
3.3 Usefulness Signal Processing
First of all, let us underline that Context agents and Controller agents are always
bound to a single effector of a device (a complex device may have different
effectors). Data agents receive usefulness signals that are implicitly bounded
to an effector. Thus, Data agent processing of these signals must be performed
separately for each effector.
We consider two data F and L, where F is useful and L is useless with respect
to an effector E. Also, we consider two sets of Context agents SC1 and SC2,
where the agents of SC1 propose to switch the effector to some state e1, and
the agents of SC2 propose to switch the effector to some other state e2. Each
time a Data agents (F or L) receives a usefulness signal, it observes its current
value and the state of the effector E. With these values, it computes a density
function of the values taken at the reception of usefulness signals regarding the
effector state proposed by the Context agent that sent the signal. Let SE denotes
the set of possible states of the effector E. So, for each state e in SE , and each
Data agent D, dD(e) denotes the density function of agent D with respect to
effector’s state e when usefulness signals are received.
The distinction between the useful data F and the useless data L can be
observed through the density functions dF (e) and dL(e). Because Data agent F
is useful, it is correlated with the actions applied on the effector, hence dF (e1) 6=
dF (e2). Conversely, Data agent L is useless and has no influence on the effector’s
actions. We can observe this fact through the similarity between dL(e1) and
dL(e2).
On the basis of these remarks, we can evaluate the usefulness of a Data agent
by comparing the density functions corresponding to the different states of the
effector. More precisely, the distance between two density functions dD(e1) and
dD(e2) is measured through the Chi-square distance [3] relative to the general
data frequency:
δ (dD(e1), dD(e2)) =
∑
V alue i
(di − d
′
i)
2
d′i
where di (respectively d
′
i) denotes the frequency of value i for the Data agent D
(wheneverD is considered useful by Context agents) with respect to the effectors
state e1 (respectively e2). The usefulness of a Data agent D, UD(E), can then
be expressed as the maximum distance between any pair of its density functions:
UD(E) = max
x,y∈SE
(
δ (dD(x), dD(y))
)
The use of the chi-square distance in order to compare two density functions
allows obtaining a value that has a statistical significance. As a matter of fact,
under the assumption that the data is useful, δ (dD(e1), dD(e2)) follows some
chi-square law [1]. So, we can grant a statistical credibility to the evaluation of
the usefulness data.
When a Data agent receives a usefulness signal, it computes its density func-
tions with respect to the effector states. So, the evaluation of its usefulness based
on these density functions becomes more and more precise. Finally, when the
usefulness level of a Data agent gets below a certain fixed threshold empirically
calculated, the Data agent considers that it is useless for the effector.
In this case, the Data agent informs the set of Context agents associated to
this effector of its uselessness, and then its stops to send them update about its
value. Then the Context agents delete the ART associated with this data, and
forget this data to estimate their validity state.
Our filtering is based on the signal sent by the Context agents, each signal
concerning a set of Data agents. So, contrary to classical methods that filter
each data independentely, this method takes care about dependencies between
data.
4 Experimentations
The proposed solution was implemented using Speadl/MAY [12], which is a
tool allowing to assemble reusable components in order to build architectures
supporting the development and execution of multi-agent systems. Our solution
was evaluated through a simulator using users’ preferences (given in a XML file)
to generate users’ behaviour in a virtual ambient system.
Our experimentation takes place in a case study composed of an apartment
with five rooms (one living room, one bathroom, one kitchen and two bedrooms).
Each room possesses a light, a luminosity sensor and a presence sensor. Each
Amadeus instance associated to a light effector has to learn a good behaviour
based on the user’s actions on this effector. Each instance perceives not only the
data from its room (the luminosity sensor, the presence sensor, and the state
of the light), but also the data of the other rooms. Among the fifteen perceived
Fig. 2. Number of users’ actions per day
without Amadeus
Fig. 3. Number of users’ actions and
Amadeus actions per day without filtering
data
data (three by room and five rooms), only three data are useful for each instance,
and twelve are useless.
We added three users to this simulation. These users can move between the
different rooms; they can also leave (and come back to) the apartment (we
consider a sixth room called “outside” without any sensor and effector). The
users’ behaviour is based on simple rules: when a user enters in a room with a
switched off light and an insufficient luminosity, he turns on the light, whereas if
the luminosity is very strong with a switched on light, the user turns off the light.
When he leaves a room, if he was the last in this room and the light was switched
on, he turns off the light. Figure 3 represents the number of users’ actions per
day during a simulation of fifty days, without the Amadeus use. We can observe
an average number of 50 actions per day made by the different users.
The first experiment consists in adding an instance of Amadeus (first version
without useless data filtering) to each device of our case study. Every instance
associated with the light device is in charge to learn the correct behaviour to
give to this light device according to the users’ actions. Figure 3 represents the
number of actions respectively made by the users and Amadeus on the different
devices during a simulation of fifty days. We can observe that, even if Amadeus
makes many actions on behalf of the users, its performances are very limited
and the users have to make a lot of actions even after 50 learning days. This
can be explained by the fact that each Amadeus instance responsible for each
light device has difficulties to learn in which situation every action is realized,
because of the too numerous useless perceived data.
The second experiment consists in carrying out the same experiment with
Amadeus instances able to filter useless data. So, based on the process explained
in section 3, the Data agents are able to locally and autonomously detect what
are the useless perceived data for each device. For each of the five effectors, 12
useless data have to be filtered (hence a total number of 60 useless data for the
entire system). After fifty days of simulation, the system has filtered 48 useless
data (11 for the first light, 9 for the second, 8 for he third, 9 for the fourth and 11
for the fifth). Figure 4 shows the Amadeus capabilities to make actions on behalf
of the users with the use of filtering useless data, only 15 days being necessary
to decrease users’ actions to less than 10 per day.
Fig. 4. Number of users’ actions and Amadeus actions per day with filtering data
This simulation has been made twenty times, in order to evaluate the quality
of the filtering of useless data on several simulations. Each simulation gives
a quite random behavior to each user for moving in the apartment. Table 1
displays obtained results. The first line shows the total number of filtered data
whereas the second line shows the number of useful data wrongly filtered. The
third and fourth lines respectively show the percentage of useless data filtered,
and the percentage of useful data wrongly filtered. We obtained a final average
percentage of useless data filtered equal to 79.7, and an average percentage of
useful data wrongly filtered equal to 1.
Table 1. Results of the evaluation of Amadeus for twenty simulations
Total number of filtered data 55 42 51 41 48 52 46 56 50 49
Number of useful data wrongly filtered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Percentage of useless data filtered 91,7 70 85 68,3 80 86,7 76,7 93,3 83,3 81,7
Percentage of useful data wrongly filtered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,7
Total number of filtered data 48 38 42 45 49 49 50 49 47 49
Number of useful data wrongly filtered 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
Percentage of useless data filtered 80 63,3 70 75 81,7 81,7 83,3 81,7 78,3 81,7
Percentage of useful data wrongly filtered 0 0 0 0 0 6,7 0 0 6,7 0
The data selection performed by the Data agents is not perfect because about
20% of useless data remain unfiltered. However, it is possible to decrease the cho-
sen threshold to decide data uselessness in order to have better results regarding
the data filtering, but it would imply an increase of the rate of wrong filtering.
Nevertheless, our objective is not necessary to filter all the useless data, but
to filter a sufficient number of useless data in order to make Amadeus able to
learn the users’ behaviour. Hence, we consider that it is better to have unfiltered
useless data than wrongly filtered useful data.
5 Related Work
A very explicit illustration of the useless data effect on learning algorithms is
given by [2]. Figure 5 shows an example where a learning algorithm tries to
classify information into two classes. If the learning algorithm observes the A
and B points using only the data x1 (represented by their projection A’ and
B’ on the x1 axis), it will find correctly the two classes (dotted vertical line).
However, if it considers the useless data x2, it will fail to separate the two classes
(diagonally continuous line). So, considering useless data in the learning process
makes it necessary to increase the number of examples that must be provided
to the learning algorithm in order to overcome this problem.
Fig. 5. Illustration of the effect of useless data on a learning algorithm (from [2])
In the literature, many solutions were proposed to solve this very recurrent
problem in learning methods [7]. A first solution concerns variable ranking meth-
ods [6]. Such methods try to compute a score for each data that represents the
usefulness of this data with respect to the target of the learning. This evaluation
is performed independently of each data, and data with a low score are consid-
ered as useless. However, in complex systems such as ambient systems, the large
number of interactions between data makes such methods inappropriate. As a
matter of fact, the effect of a piece of data on the target of the learning can be
strongly dependant on other data, so an evaluation of the usefulness of this piece
of data independently of other data is not appropriate [14]. For example, in the
study of the section 4, the usefulness of luminosity sensor is strongly depending
of the value of presence sensor, so it is necessary to evaluate the usefulness to
this data regarding the values of other data.
Other methods allow the selection of useful data by considering subsets of
data rather than independent pieces of data. These methods can be divided into
three categories [13]:
1. Filter techniques that carry out the selection of useful data independently of
the learning algorithm itself; they are unable to interact with this one during
learning process [9].
2. Wrapper techniques that use the learning algorithm itself in order to evaluate
the usefulness of subsets of data. For this, the learning algorithm is applied to
different subsets of data, and the performances of the learning are evaluated
regarding the data subset to which it is applied. They generally get better
results than Filter techniques, but they require much more computation time
and they present a strong risk of overfitting [8].
3. Embedded techniques that are directly integrated in the learning algorithm
itself (the variable selection being strongly correlated with the process of the
learning algorithm). For example, some algorithms observe the impact of the
addition or the removal of data in their learning process in order to evaluate
the usefulness of these data [10].
Because of the dynamic and distributed properties of the learning algorithm im-
plemented by Amadeus, we considered, as we implemented it, that an embedded
technique of data selection was the most appropriate solution.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an extended version of the multi-agent system
Amadeus. This system is devoted to the learning of users’ behaviour in ambient
systems. Amadeus can learn situations and actions performed by the user on
effectors of devices in order to perform later these actions on behalf of the user.
However, the large number of useless data, because of the high number of devices
in ambient systems, makes necessary to improve Amadeus learning by adding
filtering data capabilities. We have introduced a new ability to the Data agents,
which purpose is to detect if a piece of data is useless for every effector of a
device in the ambient system or not. We also described the data filtering process
performed by the Data agents, and presented first results about the Data agents’
filtering performances.
The choice to define a threshold to decide of the uselessness of each data
gives encouraging results. For example, Amadeus is able to filter a large part of
useless data, and it wrongly filters a very low level of useful data. However, in an
adaptive multi-agent system, having a static parameter is a weakness in term of
real adaptation. That is why we are currently investigating a solution to make
the Data agents able to filter useless data and to autonomously and dynamically
define the proper threshold to use.
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